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Sunday 13 August 2017 
The group arrived at Cape Town airport a little earlier than expected, with all expected passengers and their 
luggage. We drove through to our accommodation in Hout Bay, where we met up with the rest of the 
group that had arrived a few days earlier. We freshened up at the lodge and then drove through to 
Kirstenbosch National Botanical Gardens for lunch and the afternoon.  
 
The gardens were sheltered from the wind – to some extent! We saw some very impressive male Cape 
sugarbirds with very long tail feathers as well as plenty of other birds. The gardens were looking 
magnificent, with proteaceae and ericaceae families being well represented in the garden, with a lot still 
flowering. The beautiful orange, blue & white spring flowers were all in full flower. We walked slowly 
through the gardens - stretching the legs after the overnight flight! Some of the group looked through the 
semi arid conservatory and others headed for the gift shop. We had an early dinner at a local seafood 
restaurant “The Mariner's Wharf”.  
 
Monday 14t August 2017 
The group were up early for their early morning flight to Upington. We stopped at a café in Upington for 
coffee and tea and the last chance to stock up on any necessities before we set off on the 290 kilometre 
drive into the Kalahari Desert. The drive was uneventful, with only a few stops for birds. One was for a 
small flock of spiralling raptors catching a thermal. A number of white-backed vultures, a martial eagle and 
a tawny eagle, they slowly drifted away and out of sight.  
 
We dropped our bags at the lodge followed by a quick lunch and then we headed for an afternoon in the 
park. Ten metres into the park we had a Verreaux's eagle owl perched on top of a sociable weaver’s nest. 
We stopped at another sociable weaver’s nest, which was by the road so we could all see the intricate 
building process.  A slender mongoose came to the tree, which we watched for a while. These mammals 
are usually quite shy, but as our engine was off when he arrived I don't think he was aware of us.  
 
We drove down the Nossob River stopping at the various waterholes on the way. Samevloeiing waterhole 
had plenty of birds coming and going. Yellow canary, red-headed finch, sociable weaver, Cape sparrow and 
scaly-feathered finch. The Leeuwdril waterhole also had plenty of small birds coming in to drink. The next 



 
 

waterhole was Rooiputs where we watched a lanner falcon trying (without success) to catch a meal out of a 
large flock of Cape sparrows.  
 
Further on we found a few vehicles parked up watching a far tree... there was a cheetah lazing in the shade 
of the tree. Every now and then the head would come up - look around - and fall back to earth! We 
watched for a while and then we departed back towards the main gate. About five kilometres down the 
road we saw another cheetah; this time the individual was up and about, scent marking a tree and moving 
off towards the one that we had just seen under the tree. We were all still on a mammal 'high' when we 
came across a couple of bat-eared foxes that were starting their evening / nocturnal search for food. Small 
herds of gemsbok, springbok and blue wildebeest were settling in for the evening and the ground squirrels 
were catching the last rays of sunshine. Ostrich, secretarybird, pale chanting goshawk, greater kestrel, 
pygmy falcon, kori bustard and crowned lapwing were some of the 34 bird species seen and some of which 
were photographed.  
 
Tuesday 15 August 2017 
We were in the park just after the gates opened. Today we were going to explore the Auob River valley up 
towards Mata Mata. We spent some time watching the Brandt's whistling rats and striped mice catching 
the early morning sunshine, next to the road on the dune road. Just between the Houmoed and Monro 
waterholes we came across five lions, one male and four females. The four females made their way out of 
the river bed and over the far dunes and the male followed a few minutes later. We stopped for a leg 
stretch at the Auchterlonie viewpoint and then continued up towards the Kamqua picnic place for our 
picnic lunch. We had seen bat-eared foxes, springbok, gemsbok and blue wildebeest, and we stopped for 
many birds; the beautiful swallow-tailed bee-eaters and a martial eagle posed nicely for the cameras. We 
had a few large herds of springbok (more than 300) on the way back to the lodge. We arrived back at the 
lodge in the early afternoon for some 'down time' as we had all decided to go on a night drive this evening.  
 
We met up well after dark and climbed aboard the open top Land Rover, with three spotting lights. 
Thankfully our guide supplied us with thick blankets to keep the desert night chill at bay. First up was a 
common duiker browsing on some low bushes, followed by a very obliging spring hare close to the vehicle. 
These wonderful mammals hop like a kangaroo and are very much nocturnal. Apparently the Verreaux's 
eagle owl that we had been seeing close to the main gate was on a nest with chicks. Scrub hare, African 
wild cat, bat-eared fox, Cape fox, a spotted genet and a spotted eagle owl followed in succession. We could 
hear a lion roaring not far ahead.... and a few moments later, there it was. The young male lion was walking 
slowly along the dry river bed roaring as he went, so as to make sure he was not wandering into another 
lion’s territory. The deep base of the roaring lion reverberated of the dunes and sent lesser nocturnal 
mammals slinking off to safety! As we returned to camp we saw more African wild Cats, bat-eared foxes 
and spring hares. By 11pm we were back at our lodge having had a great night drive. 
 
Wednesday 16th August 2017 
We set off after a good breakfast at the lodge. Today we were exploring the Nossob river valley. We were 
looking for and stopping for all and everything! Birds, mammals (small & large), insects, reptiles and 
photographic views. We drove up to Melkvlei waterhole, which was our chance to stretch the legs and have 
a toilet stop. To get this far we had driven past five waterholes, stopping at each to see what was to be 
seen. We found two separate family groups of suricates (meercat) and plenty of gemsbok, springbok and 
blue wildebeest. The suricates were doing their characteristic behaviour of posting a sentinel to keep 
watch, while the others happily went about foraging for breakfast. Black-backed jackals were also quite 
visible this morning.   
 
Another six waterholes further down the road we were at the Dikbaardskolk picnic spot, where we had our 
picnic lunch. There was a chilli wind blowing so we kept in the lee of the vehicle while we ate our lunch. We 
saw a male steenbok by the Dikbaardskolk waterhole and then we started on the drive back to the main 
gate. We saw some large herds of springbok in the river bed (perhaps +/-300) and also a small herd of red 



 
 

hartebeest. We had a juvenile pale-chanting goshawk posing beautifully on a dead tree stump right next to 
the road, and all got some great photos of this individual. 
 
Thursday 17 August 2017  
Today we decided to do a loop drive. Up the Nossob River to the Kij Kij waterhole, across the dune road to 
the Gemsbokplein waterhole and then back to camp via the Auob river.  A family of suricates kept us 
entertained for a while and also the large flocks of Cape sparrows. These birds were trying to quench their 
thirst at the waterhole while keeping an eye on the resident lanner falcon, who was trying to catch one by 
flying though the panicked flock. 
 
We arrived at the Kij Kij waterhole to find a small pride of lions slacking their thirst at the water. They were 
all very well fed with bulging sides! There was a young cub with them whose stomach was almost dragging 
along the ground. After ten minutes, other members of the pride started arriving at the waterhole. The 
ever present black-backed Jackals were keeping a cautious distance, as were the gemsbok, and the 
sandgrouse were flying in with their characteristic calls.  
 
We took the dune road over to the dry Aoub River in the hope of seeing a leopard (which had been seen in 
the vicinity of the 13th waterhole the day before). We searched high and low but alas - this time the leopard 
eluded us. We did, however, see a beautiful Cape fox sitting out next to the den; the fox was totally 
unfazed with our presence so we all managed to get some great photos. The next 'surprise' sighting was a 
large male warthog - this being a first for me in the Kalahari! We watched as he snuffled through the fallen 
seed pods of a large camel thorn tree.  
 
We had our picnic lunch at the Urikaruus picnic spot and then started back to our lodge via the old 
farmhouse, Auchterlonie. Near the Monro waterhole we saw a pair of shy steenboks close to the vehicle 
and a few very confiding swallow-tailed bee-eaters, which posed for the cameras. We managed to get back 
to our lodge in time for a break before dinner. 
 
Friday 18 August 2017 
We had a leisurely breakfast at the lodge and then packed our bags and headed off back to the town of 
Upington. We stopped for a few vultures catching a thermal: lappet-faced and white-backed. We had a 
coffee stop in Upington and then continued to Augrabie's Falls National Park in time for lunch on the deck. 
We had to assert our dominance over a vervet monkey that had ideas of joining us for lunch! After lunch 
we checked in to our accommodation and then had time ‘at leisure' to walk to the various viewpoints 
overlooking the waterfall. There were chacma baboons and rock hyrax on the rocks around the falls and 
plenty of new birds to identify around the camp.  
 
Later in the afternoon we drove to the Arrarat viewpoint, which is further down the river gorge. The late 
afternoon light was great for photography. We saw a pair of klipspringer silhouetted on top of a koppie and 
then a few giraffe, one which was very young. The sunset this evening was full of colour. 
 
Saturday 19 August 2017 
After a leisurely breakfast outside on the restaurant deck we set off on a morning walk. We started off in 
the campsite area of the camp, which is always good for birdwatching. African hoopoe, speckled pigeon, 
Karoo thrush and an assortment of other birds were seen. There was a newly built bird hide, which has 
promise for the future once it has weathered in a little. Vervet monkeys and chacma baboons were very 
much in residence - looking for any opportunity to acquire some food! Small grey 'Cape' mongoose and 
rock hyraxes were also seen within the camp site area. We followed the 'Dassie' trail signs that took us 
through some craggy moonscape scenery, over rocks and across dry river gorges - all the while testing our 
balancing capabilities! Some of the water crossings were fun & challenging at the same time! We arrived 
back at camp at lunch time, so we enjoyed lunch on the restaurant deck and then we had some 'down time' 
before going out on a drive later in the afternoon. 
 



 
 

We drove through to Echo Corner, another vantage point to look down the river gorge. Here we tested the 
'echo' and then got distracted by two Verreaux's eagles soaring overhead. With a little searching we found 
their nest on the cliff face across the river, which had a large chick perched expectantly. Three Cape 
clawless otters lazily swam down the river and there was a steady procession of cormorants flying up and 
down the river. On the way back to camp we saw three-banded plover, Cape wagtail, white-backed 
mousebird and Karoo scrub-robin. The sunset was not as colourful as last night, but still worthy of a few 
photos. 
 
Sunday 20 August 2017 
We had a leisurely late breakfast out on the terrace. Some of the group had been watching the sunrise over 
the falls and others had been catching up on sleep. We left Augrabies Falls National Park and drove to the 
town of Springbok. We arrived at the Goegap Nature Reserve, where we had our picnic lunch and then we 
spent the afternoon walking and driving some of the trails in the Reserve. The reserve was very dry, having 
had no rain this year. We saw a few gemsbok and springbok, and a lone black-backed jackal.  
 
We dropped our bags at our accommodation establishment and then went for a short walking tour of the 
local copper mine; in its day the mine was the richest copper mine in the world. 
 
Monday 21 August 2017 
We drove through to Kamieskroon and the Namaqua National Park. Being closer to the coast there had 
been a little more rain than what had ‘not’ fallen at the Goegab Nature Reserve. There were a few flowers 
but still no great carpets of flowers. We had a good representation of individual flowers and one or two 
areas of Namaqualand daisies. On our walk we came across a water 'seep'. Here we sat and watched a 
steady flow of birds coming in to drink: black-headed canary, Cape bunting, bokmakierie, familiar chat, 
Cape robin-chat, yellow canary, brimstone canary, pied starling and Cape white-eye. We had our picnic 
lunch in the park and then set off for Nieuwoudtville. On the way out of the park we found a field that had 
a good carpet of flowers, with several species all mixed in together. 
 
We stopped in the Knersvlakte to look at the stone plants 'babies bums' and then continued up onto the 
Hantam plateau. We spotted a few Ludwig's bustards in a fallow field, and then a few more and then more 
and then all off a sudden they all took to the wing, there must have been at least three dozen! 
 
Tuesday 22 August 2017 
The elevated area of the Hantam Plateau where Nieuwoudtville is situated had received very little rain 
during our winter months, so with this in mind we were not expecting great carpets of flowers. To add 
insult to injury the area around Nieuwoudtville was getting the tail end of a cold front, bringing rain and 
low cloud! We had to phone a local number to get the gate keeper to unlock the gate to the Nieuwoudtville 
Flower Reserve. We watched hadeda and sacred ibis feeding in the grass, dozens of white-necked ravens 
and pied crows were feeding on a dead farm animal in an adjoining field and a few blue crane's were flying 
through to better feeding grounds.  We found that the yellow Bulbinella nutans and the small deep blue 
Lapeirousia oreogena were flowering well in amongst the very noticeable porcupine excavations!  
 
We drove through the town of Nieuwoudtville, on towards the farm of Papkuilsfontein where we had our 
lunch booked. As the rain was coming down heavier now, we opted for a coffee & hot chocolate by a 
roaring fire followed by an early lunch. An hour later the rain had stopped and we decided to drive on one 
of the farm 'flower' loops. We saw African stonechat, thick-billed lark and white-throated canary. There 
were literally one or two flowers coming out for a bit of afternoon sunshine.  
 
The Quiver Tree Forest was looking very photogenic with some nice clouds over the Karoo landscape. We 
tried to get a good photo of a Ludwig's bustard as we returned to out accommodation, but they were far 
too skittish to posse for a photo. We had a traditional dinner of water lily soup followed by lamb, and then 
to finish we had Malva pudding. 
 



 
 

Wednesday 23 August 2017 
We awoke to blue skies and sunshine, which was nice after yesterday's weather, and drove through to the 
farm Matjiesfontain. The group walked slowly along the farm track photographing the flowers and anything 
else that caught the photographic eye! As explained already - the carpets of flowers were not happening 
this year, but there were good representations of many flowers. We also saw an angulate tortoise, 
southern rock agama and a small skink, possibly a young striped skink? Red-capped and thick-billed larks 
were very visible and the Cape clapper lark was doing its display flight. We had our lunch at the same venue 
as yesterday and then we drove on another one of the farm flower loops. The farm owner had said that 
two of his water-boreholes had dried up (and this was before the summer had started!) We had much 
more flower diversity than yesterday, but no carpets of flowers. 
 
Thursday 24 August 2017 
We awoke to a blanket of thick, low cloud with a slight drizzle. Hot coffee and breakfast sorted us out and 
then we decided to drive to Clanwilliam via Nieuwoudtville and Vanrhyansdorp staying on the main roads - 
opposed to taking the dirt roads through the mountains. Just as we arrived at Clanwilliam the clouds had 
lifted and the sun was now starting to come out. We dropped our luggage at the lodge and then drove 
through the Cederberg Mountains to the San rock art trail. 
 
We had a cup of coffee and an early lunch at the small farm stall restaurant at the start of the rock art walk. 
Refreshed, we set off on the rock art trail, stopping at each of the ten rock art sites to look at, photograph 
and discuss the individual San rock art images. Some were direct representations of mammals or hunters, 
while others were more figurative and then some of the images were definitely not from this world! We 
took a short cut back to the start of the trail, which involved a little bit of ‘bridge building’ to get across a 
small stream and then a walk back along a farm road. There were some nice flowers along this track, which 
delayed the botanists in the group. Eventually we all made it back to the farm stall in time for a cool drink / 
cold beer, before driving back to the town of Clanwilliam and our lodge. We had dinner in the lodge 
restaurant. 
 
Friday 25 August 2017 
Today we decided to deviate from our scheduled itinerary in search of a good spring flower show. We had 
some intelligence from a fellow guide who had been to the West Coast National Park a few days earlier, so 
we left Clanwilliam a little earlier and headed across the farmlands of the Swartland to Velddrift and then 
south to Langebaan. We stopped for a steenbok in the field and also at the wetlands of the Berg River, at 
Velddrift, where we saw greater & lesser flamingos, black-winged stilts and some small flocks of either 
'over wintering' or 'early' Palaearctic migrants. The spring flowers were - for want of a word - magnificent / 
splendiforous / fantastic.... We took many photos of the kaleidoscope of colour and then we started 
noticing the individual flowers.  
 
We stopped at Plekiskraal for our picnic by the beach. A Cape clawless otter was enjoying the surf and the 
Hartlaub's gulls were enjoying our picnic! On the way out of the reserve we saw four Cape mountain zebras 
in amongst the flowers, a small herd of kudus and a few eland. thick-billed lark, red-capped lark, capped 
wheatear and a black harrier quartering the veldt hoping for a flushed bird were also seen in the reserve. 
 
We had a couple of hours at Rondervlei Nature Reserve on the Cape Flats. From the first hide we saw water 
thick-knee, Cape shoveler, yellow-billed duck, red-billed teal, red-knobbed coot, common moorhen, 
Hadeda ibis and three reed cormorants that were perched on a dead branch in front of the hide, with one 
drying the wings in the sun. Hartlaub's gull, grey and black-headed heron, African darter, white-breasted 
cormorant, cattle egret and little egret were seen flying overhead. The next hide showed us purple 
gallinule, lesser swamp warbler, blacksmith lapwing, little and great crested grebe, plus and two hottentot 
teals. We don't usually see these teals this far south in the Cape. In-between the bird hides we had great 
views of a male Cape dwarf chameleon in all his cryptic green camouflage and plenty of bush birds: lesser 
double-collard sunbird, Karoo prinia, Cape robin-chat, Cape white-eye, brown-throated martin and pied 



 
 

crows. There were also sounds of hungry hippos coming from the reedbeds! We left the reserve at closing 
time and then went through to our accommodation in Hout Bay. 
 
Saturday 26 August 2017 
We were to spend the day exploring the South coast and Hermanus area today. We drove on the 
spectacular coastal road to the Harold Porter National Botanical Gardens at Betty’s Bay. We went for a walk 
through the gardens watching the birds and photographing the more interesting flowers. Olive thrush, 
orange-breasted sunbird and Cape batis were seen in the gardens. We stopped for a coffee at the gardens 
restaurant and then continued around the cost to Hermanus. There were a few southern right whales 
blowing and breaching out in the bay, which we watched for a while. Hermanus was full to overflowing 
with locals and tourists, so I bought a picnic lunch, which we enjoyed in the Fernkloof Nature Reserve. After 
lunch we went for a walk around the reserve. Cape sugarbirds, orange-breasted sunbirds and lesser double-
collard sunbirds were posing nicely on the protea flowers making for some great photographs. We drove 
back through the town to see if the whales had come closer in shore and then we drove back to Cape Town 
via the Hottentot Holland Mountains. 
 
Sunday 27 August 2017 
Once in the Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve we drove down towards the Cape of Good Hope, where we 
saw some eland and bontebok. We continued further down the road where we stopped to look at a 
common ostrich and then a snake-stem pincushion with the great scientific name: Leucospermum 
hypophyllocarpodendron SSp, hypophyllocarpodendron.  
 
At Cape Point we walked up to the old lighthouse area to find the Cape siskin, which we did, as well as 
hundreds of nesting Cape cormorants on the sheer cliffs, as well as a Cape bunting. In the clear waters 
down below we could see Cape fur seals playing in the waves. A few of the group went to the top for the 
360° view of the Cape. On our walk back to the vehicle we looked at some of the plants that were growing 
by the path.  
 
We had an early lunch at a restaurant in Simon's Town and then explored the African penguin colony. We 
had many African penguins as well as a Cape mongoose going through the colony looking for unattended 
nests and an easy meal. Other birds seen at the colony were red-wing starling, Cape wagtail, Cape robin-
chat, rock martin, plenty of Cape cormorants and African black oystercatchers.  
 
The group freshened up in the day room at our lodge before we headed off to the airport for the flight 
home. During our two week trip we saw well over 150 bird species and 33 mammal species as well as 
reptiles and plenty of flowers.  
 

 

 


